
 

 

 

IHSA BASKETBALL RULE ADOPTIONS FOR 2022-23 
 
1. The Mercy Rule (Rule 5-5-3) will be used in all regular season contests, regular 

season tournament games, and through the Super-Sectional level in the IHSA State 
Series contests. A running clock shall be used in the fourth quarter games that have 
at least a 30-point score differential.  Once a game reaches this differential and the 
clock starts running, it will continue running and stop only for one of the following: 
 

• A team timeout  

• An injury timeout or the removal of a disqualified player.  

• The administration of a penalty for a technical foul  

• An officials’ timeout  

• Correctable error situation  
 

 Note:  The Mercy Rule will not be used during the Boys or Girls State Final contests. 
 
2. The IHSA has adopted the use of a 28' Coaches box for all regular and post season 

contests.  Schools and officials are reminded that the use of the box is NOT a 
requirement.  However, if the box is going to be used, it must be placed on the floor 
in accordance with rule 1-13-2.  Schools and officials are also reminded that rule 10-
5-4 and 10-6-1 clearly articulate the manner in which coaches can be off the 
bench within the confines of the box and the manner in which officials are to 
penalize the head coach or other bench personnel who violate the provisions of the 
Coaches box rule. 

 
3. Member schools may use the 35-second shot clock in regular-season tournaments or 

shoot-outs. All events using the shot clock must be preapproved by the IHSA Office 
and utilize the 35-second shot clock in all games of the approved event.  Only the 
NFHS Model Rule can be used.  Additional information for the shot clock rule can be 
found on the Girls and Boys Basketball pages at ihsa.org, under the “Announcements” 
heading.  

 To request shot clock use at an upcoming event, please email Kurt Gibson at the IHSA 
office. (kgibson@ihsa.org)    

 
 
 

https://www.nfhs.org/media/5989150/2022-23-nfhs-basketball-shot-clock-guidelines.pdf
mailto:kgibson@ihsa.org

